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Dear Partner,
From K–12 schools to colleges and universities, education is under pressure to evolve faster than ever before.
Digital transformation initiatives, already underway at many institutions, are being pushed through in weeks
rather than years out of necessity, especially with the need to transition quickly to remote and hybrid learning.
At the same time, education customers are planning for a future that incorporates not only distance learning,
but also IoT-driven smart classrooms, BYOD, high-speed connectivity and more, all delivered in a secure
environment that offers equitable access to every student.
These are big asks, but Cisco and Ingram Micro are here to help you meet the challenge. With that in mind,
we’ve put together Solutions in a Box to help guide you as you position education solutions to deliver on the
business outcomes your customers need. These offerings are multi-vendor and will address the needs of a
specific business case whether it be remote learning as many schools continue to pivot to meet the changing
needs of teachers, students, and parents, or solving for the high cost of student retention as college-aged
students look at options closer to home with college experience changing. The ever-changing needs of the
consumers has forced digital transformation to be front and center in education, and we are here to help by
identifying the technology to best align and solve these needs that deliver on altering the experience.
One way or another, education is going to change forever—and together, we can ensure it changes for the
better, not only for today’s students, but for the next generation. If you need assistance at any time, please do
not hesitate to contact your dedicated Ingram Micro team.
Sincerely,

Peter Graber

Executive Director
Advanced Solutions

Trends in Education
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Trend 1: Digital Business Transformation
As the movement toward digitalization of schools expands, organizations are recognizing that this process is actually
impacting and changing overall organizational goals and strategies. Digital transformation is increasing the need to focus on
technology capabilities that enable execution of the organization’s overall strategies, including innovations that were
previously unavailable. The radical changes to the future of work on the horizon, advanced by automation and artificial
intelligence, are causing governments and K–12 organizations to consider the implications of those changes, and the impact
on the relevance of current organizational designs.

Trends in Education

Trend 2: The Shift to Active Learning
Traditional whole-group instruction teaching models in K–12 are continuing to rapidly disappear, facilitated by classroom
technologies. Changes in focus from memorization-oriented to higher-order thinking skills and creativity are driving attention
toward active learning models that facilitate this focus. Active learning models—such as project-based learning,
constructivism (constructing knowledge from direct experience), social and collaborative learning environments, blended
learning, and personalized learning experiences through technology—are becoming more common.

Trend 3: Analytics Everywhere
Pressure continues on K–12 education organizations to improve learning outcomes, reduce school dropouts and increase
the number of students achieving a high school diploma. Increased focus on the districts’ data, and how to leverage that
data to target and address challenges more effectively, is driving the need for more and better analytics. Discovery of
actionable data—that is, data that strengthens the performance of the district, the schools, the teachers and the students—
must remain the top priority of all analytics initiatives. Timely access to data needed to improve instruction—in a format useful
to teachers—must be a critical component of this effort. The use of analytics in K–12 is still in the very earliest stages. Many
organizations do not yet have a clear analytics strategy, nor do they know how to identify and prioritize essential questions
and issues to focus on first. A key question for CIOs is how to incorporate rightsized analytics capabilities into the environment.

Trends in Education

Trend 4: Personalized Learning
Personalization requires either teacher intervention to assess the learning data and offer personalized alternatives, or
adaptive learning technologies that are capable of doing so. Adaptive learning solutions are now reaching the market, albeit
at the very nascent stages. Artificial intelligence based solutions may significantly augment this area. Access to low-cost
digital devices is addressing the lack of sufficient, regular access to technology—formerly a barrier to delivering a technologybased personalized environment. Personalized learning is being recognized as a continuum, not an endpoint. Districts are
approaching the personalization of learning in stages, starting with digital learning resources with embedded assessments
and learning analytics.

Trend 5: Social-Emotional Learning
The focus on SEL is increasingly being recognized as a means to improve the odds of student success, meeting social and
emotional needs as well as academic ones. The U.S. Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) mandates that each state
measure at least one nonacademic indicator of school success, increasing interest in SEL as a strategy for this purpose and
recognizing its impact on student readiness as well as school climate. Research is finding significant returns on investment
for schools investing in SEL skills. The improvement of SEL skills helps to improve the odds of students graduating from both
high school and college, with potential postcollege benefits as well.
Source: Gartner “Top Five Business Trends Impacting K–12 Education in 2018”

Teacher Solutions

Education (K–12) Distance Learning and
Securing the Network

Things to consider for K–12 Compliance requirements
especially for schools to be able to receive E-Rate Funding.

• As schools across the country have moved to virtual
learning amid the Covid-19 pandemic, they are faced
with new challenges as they continue to adjust to remote
learning and need to adapt quickly. The need to remain in
compliance, allow all students access to technology and
ensure it is not a one size fits all for the students learning
models.
■ Environment: 56 million students are attending school
online in the U.S.
■ Engaging education—not a one size fits all.

FERPA—Family Educational Rights and Privacy
Act—federal privacy law that gives parents certain
protections with regard to their children’s education records,
such as report cards, transcripts, disciplinary records,
contact and family information, and class schedule

• 10% or 2–3 students per classroom have a learning
disability. A canned approach to distance learning will not
be effective to ensure that students are properly educated.
• https://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/indicator_cgg.asp
■ 14% or 9 million students do not have access to Internet
• % increases to 18% for Rural and Urban
• 17% or 11 million students do not have access to a laptop
or desktop at home
• Even more students are in a share situation where multiple
kids and adults are sharing one work station
• https://usafacts.org/articles/internet-access-students-athome/
■ Problem: Schools are faced with a bigger challenge
than ever before, where they need to quickly react to the
change in how the students are being educated. From
utilizing collaboration platforms, cloud-based homework
assignments, and ensuring all students have access to
the equipment needed to complete education at home
without disruption.

COPPA—Children’s Online Privacy Protection Rule—
gives parents control over what information websites can
collect from their kids
CIPA—Children’s Internet Protection Act—Schools and
libraries subject to CIPA may not receive the discounts
offered by the E-rate program unless they certify that they
have an Internet safety policy that includes technology
protection measures. The protection measures must block
or filter Internet access to pictures that are: (a) obscene;
(b) child pornography; or (c) harmful to minors (for computers
that are accessed by minors). Before adopting this Internet
safety policy, schools and libraries must provide reasonable
notice and hold at least one public hearing or meeting to
address the proposal.

Remote Teacher Solution

With the development of new education standards across the country,
we understand the challenges school districts face with integrating
technology and improving student learning. Manage these changing
expectations with tailored solutions designed by Ingram Micro.
Camera

Laptop

• Aver USB document camera

• Lenovo Laptop
• Microsoft Office 365
• Cisco WebEx Meeting and Teams

Second screen/Touch screen
and Video Calling solution

• Cisco Meraki Systems Manager

• Webex Desk Pro

Headset for Better Audio

Security

• Cisco Headset 730—Bluetooth

• Cisco DUO
• Cisco Umbrella
• Extended security pack for WebEx
• Amp for Endpoints

Teacher Solutions

Remote teaching
Laptop

Cisco WebEx Meeting and Teams

Lenovo laptop

Business Need:
• Teachers need an easy to join, simple to learn
software for their students attending classes remotely
and staying in touch.

Business Need:
• Teachers now need to connect wherever they are
located, whether that be in the classroom, at home
or on the go. The computer you choose for them
must be able to run the software the teacher will
need to continue to do their jobs effectively while not
destroying your budget.
Brand Solution:
• Lenovo offers an amazing lineup of laptops. Want to
use a touchscreen on the laptop for additional training
tools? Need higher end specifications to run tools like
CAD? Or, just looking for something inexpensive and
covers the basics? Lenovo has an option for you.
Options:
• With touchscreen
• Without touchscreen

Microsoft Office 365 Education

Brand Solution:
• WebEx Meetings offers a centrally managed cloud
solution which is straightforward to use and allows
classes to flow smoothly all while keeping the
environment secure.
• Best of all, when you license your teachers and
faculty, it’s free for the students. No need to worry
about guest logins opening up potential security
issues.
• Whiteboard, see each other, conduct breakout
sessions, use a hand raise to talk, tie into a learning
management system (LMS) and more.
• WebEx Teams is also included as part of this solution
which can be used to offer persistent messaging to
keep the students communicating outside of your
classes.

Business Need:
• Teachers need to be able to continue creating,
learning, and staying in touch with their students,
students’ parents, faculty and staff members no
matter where they are located.

Options:
• A-Flex EDU with Toll calling and Pro Pack
Contact sales for a quote

Brand Solution:
• Microsoft offers teachers access to the tools they
need to continue thier training process.
• Outlook, PowerPoint, Excel, Word, and OneNote are
all included in the basic free offering, or upgrade to
add useful tools like Publisher and Access.
• The upgrade also allows you to download many of the
apps for offline use.

Business Need:
• Endpoint device control, visibility, and location
tracking. Ensure that school-loaned devices are easily
monitored, updated, and tracked for security best
practices.

Options:
• A1 license
• A3 license

Cisco Meraki Systems Manager

Brand Solution:
• Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solution
which allows you to track a student laptop, control
the applications that are installed, and device-level
controls of hardware access.
Options:
• Meraki Systems Manager—Cloud-Managed Endpoint
Management Software
LIC-SME-1YR

Teacher Solutions

Remote teaching
Security

Cisco extended security pack for WebEx

Cisco DUO

Business Need:
• Schools need to be able to watch for issues with what
the students are chatting about to keep their school a
safe learning environment.

Business Need:
• Trust that teachers login credentials are secure
and that they are not on computers with obsolete
software.
Brand Solution:
• Provide a strong multi-factor authentication solution
which includes visibility into the hygiene of the client
computers with the ability to create policies to control
if the user and device can access applications.

Cisco Umbrella
Business Need:
• Provide a safe environment for teachers to access the
web.
• Protect teachers by blocking them from going to
dangerous sites and following phishing links.
Brand Solution:
• Cloud-based product which provides protection by
blocking teachers from going to unwanted sites.
• Includes policies for web content filtering and
application blocking.
• Gives administrators visibility into what sites and
web apps the students are visiting on school-issued
computers.

Cisco Amp for Endpoint
Business Need:
• Keep teacher’s endpoint computers free of malware
both online and offline.
Brand Solution:
• Provides endpoint protection, detection and response.
• Cloud-managed reporting and remediation.

Brand Solution:
• Extended Security Pack for WebEx Teams adds the
ability for it to monitor shared files for viruses and can
be configured to watch for specific words which can
trigger admin alerts and auto remove the message
from the platform.
Options:
• WebEx Extended Security Pack
Contact sales for a quote

Teacher Solutions

Remote teaching
Second screen/touch screen and
video calling solution

Headset for better audio

Cisco/LG

Business Need:
• Teachers need to be able to hear the students and
parents without distractions and have the students
clearly hear them.

Business Need:
• It’s not always easy to be able to do all your work on
one monitor. Seeing your students while sharing a
presentation and having multiple tools open at once
can cause confusion and frustration if you constantly
have to bounce back and forth between them.
Brand Solution:
• Do you want to take it up one more notch? Go with
the WebEx Desk Pro instead for touch back control of
their computer, background replacement, a camera
that follows the teacher’s face when they stand up,
and a built-in USB-C dock for charging a laptop (up to
60 watts).
• LG offers some great monitors if your teachers just
need extra space.
Options:
• WebEx Desk Pro
CS-DESKPRO-K9

Cisco headset

Brand Solution:
• During a lesson, it is easy for audio distractions to
become the focus. Cisco Headsets help to block out
the unwanted background noise like fans, dogs, other
people, and more.
• A good headset helps your students stay focused on
the teacher and does not distract other students with
their background noise.
• Whether it be wired so as not to need to charge the
unit, or wireless for added mobility, Cisco has a range
of headsets to fit your teachers’ needs.
Options:
• Wired Headset 530 series
CP-HS-W-532-USBA=
• Wireless Bluetooth Headset 730 series
HS-WL-730-BUNA-P

Document camera
Aver document camera
Business Need:
• Teachers sometimes need to share live up-close
footage or an experiment or other training.
Brand Solution:
• Document cameras come in USB options which can
be connected into video conferencing software to give
your students up close visuals of live experiments or
other similar needs.
Options:
• USB document camera

Teacher Solutions

Remote teaching
Telecom
Cisco Enterprise calling license for
WebEx calling
Business Need:
• Teachers need to be able to call students and parents
or even other faculty without revealing their personal
phone number.
Brand Solution:
• By giving a Professional WebEx Calling license to the
school’s teachers, they receive the ability to place
calls from a dedicated phone number the school has
assigned.
• It also can provide them with voicemail they can use
and the ability to tie them into a centralized call routing
system to make it easier for parents to get ahold of
them.
• And best of all, they can access their voicemails,
receive calls and place calls no matter if they are using
the app on their PC or smart phone.
Options:
• Enterprise calling license
Contact Sales for pricing

Cisco MPP Desk Phone (requires
calling license)
Business Need:
• Teachers sometimes prefer a standard type desk
phone to a soft client.
Brand Solution:
• Cisco offers WebEx Calling Phones for those users
who prefer the simplicity of a handset.
• As these can be tied into the school’s WebEx Calling
application (*WebEx Calling Licensing Needed), the
number can still look like it is coming from the school.
• No more need to worry about a teacher’s personal
phone number.
• There are even models which have a built-in webcam
if so desired.
Options:
• 8845 phone with video (used instead of the DX80 or
Desk Pro)
CP-8845-3PCC-K9=

Remote Student Solution

With the development of new education standards across the country,
we understand the challenges school districts face with integrating
technology and improving student learning. Manage these changing
expectations with tailored solutions designed by Ingram Micro.

Headset for Better Audio

Laptop

• Cisco Headset 530

• Lenovo Laptop
• Microsoft Office 365
• Cisco WebEx Meeting and Teams
• Cisco Meraki Systems Manager

Security
• Cisco DUO
• Cisco Umbrella
• Amp for Endpoints

Student Solutions

Remote learning
Laptop

Cisco WebEx Meeting and Teams

Lenovo laptop

Business Need:
• Students need an easy to join, simple to learn
software for attending classes remotely and staying in
touch with their teachers and classmates.

Business Need:
• Students now need to connect wherever they are
located, whether that be in the classroom, at home or
on the go.
• The computer you choose for them must be able to
run the software the student will need to continue their
education while not destroying your budget.
Brand Solution:
• Lenovo makes a wide range of laptops which can fit
many different needs. Their student laptop lineup
can offer a more rugged design on select models while
also providing exceptional battery life at a reasonable
price point.

Brand Solution:
• WebEx Meetings offers a centrally managed cloud
solution which is straightforward to use and allows
classes to flow smoothly all while keeping the
environment secure.
• Best of all, it’s free for the students when you license
the teachers and faculty.
• WebEx Teams is also included as part of this solution
which can be used to offer Persistent Messaging to
keep the students communicating outside of your
classes.

Options:
• With cellular modem
• Without cellular modem

Options:
• WebEx Meeting EDU and Teams
Students free with faculty subscriptions

Microsoft Office 365 Education

Cisco Meraki Systems Manager

Business Need:
• Students need to be able to continue creating, learning,
and staying in touch with their teachers and other
students no matter where they are located.

Business Need:
• Endpoint Device control, visibility, and location
tracking.
• Ensure that school-loaned devices are easily
monitored, updated, and tracked for security best
practices.

Brand Solution:
• Microsoft offers students access to the tools they
need to continue thier learning process. Outlook,
PowerPoint, Excel, Word, and OneNote are all included
in the basic free offering, or upgrade to add useful tools
like Publisher and Access.
• The upgrade also allows you to download many of the
apps for offline use.
Options:
• A1 license
• A3 license

Brand Solution:
• Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solution
which allows you to track a student laptop, control
the applications that are installed, and device-level
controls of hardware access.
Options:
• Meraki Systems Manager—Cloud-Managed Endpoint
Management Software
LIC-SME-1YR

Student Solutions

Remote learning
Security

Headset for better audio

Cisco DUO

Cisco headset

Business Need:
• Trust that students login credentials are secure and that
they are not on computers with obsolete software.

Business Need:
• Students need to be able to hear the teacher
and other students without distractions. Clear
communication.

Brand Solution:
• Provide a strong multi-factor authentication solution
which includes visibilty into the hygiene of the client
computers with the ability to create policies to control if
the user and device can access applications.

Cisco Umbrella
Business Need:
• Provide a safe environment for the students to access
the web.
• Protect students by blocking them from going to
dangerous sites and following phishing links.
Brand Solution:
• Cloud-based product which provides protection by
blocking students from going to unwanted sites.
• Includes policies for web content filtering and
application blocking.
• Gives administrators visibility into what sites and
web apps the students are visiting on school-issued
computers.

Cisco Amp for Endpoint
Business Need:
• Keep student endpoint computers free of
malware both online and offline.
Brand Solution:
• Provides endpoint protection, detection and response.
• Cloud-managed reporting and remediation.

Brand Solution:
• It is easy for students to be distracted. Cisco headsets
help to block out the unwanted background noise like
fans, dogs, other people, and more.
• A good headset helps the student stay focused on the
teacher and does not distract other students with their
background noise.
• Whether it be wired so as not to need to charge the
unit, or wireless for added mobility, Cisco has a range
of headsets to fit your students’ needs.
Options:
• Wired Headset 530 series
CP-HS-W-532-USBA=

Security

Distance learning is transformative but there needs to be complex support on the back end to make the solution work.
Security is a very important piece of the distance learning puzzle—to ensure networks are secure, students get a safe
environment in which to learn and share, and sensitive information is safeguarded. With a rise of virtual engagement in many
forms, we’ve seen hacking, phishing and unethical behavior on the rise. At Ingram Micro, we understand what it takes to
ensure that distance learning initiatives stay secure, so your customers can focus on what they do best…teaching.
Cisco provides technologies that help identify issues before they start, protect against any that could occur and help recover
student data—and we can help build out the solution.
• Cisco Umbrella License:
Provide a safe environment for the students and teachers to access the web. Protect students and teachers by blocking
them from going to dangerous sites and following phishing links.
Cloud-based product which provides protection by blocking students from going to unwanted sites includes policies
for web content filtering and application blocking. Gives your administrators visibility into what sites and web apps the
students are visiting on school-issued computers.
• Cisco Meraki Systems Manager:
Endpoint Device control, visibility, and location tracking. Ensure that school-loaned devices are easily monitored, updated,
and tracked for security best practices.
Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) solution which allows you to track a student laptop, control the applications that
are installed, and device-level controls of hardware access.
- Meraki Systems Manager - Cloud-Managed Endpoint Management Software: LIC-SME-1YR
• Cisco Duo License:
Trust that students and teachers login redtails are secure and that they are not on computers with obsolete software.
Provide a strong multi-factor authentication solution which includes visibilty into the hygiene of the client computers with
the ability to create policies to control if the user and device can access applications.
Learn more about:
• Ingram Micro’s Security Practice in our Playbook
• Security Linecard
• Smart Surveillance and Security Solutions

Cisco Services
Today’s schools need technology to work productively and securely whether at home or at school. Here is how you can
ensure downtime is limited, and software is always up to date. Find out what is right for your end customer below. When you
are responsible for keeping your organization’s technology running, you need easy access to expert troubleshooting support
to minimize downtime if there is a network disruption or a hardware failure. In addition, you and your team must track
inventory, keep your equipment up to date, and stay current with updates and patches, which means you also need instant
visibility into the current state of your infrastructure.
Solution Support
Get centralized support across your multivendor, multiproduct Cisco solution environment. Cisco’s Solution Support team is
your primary point of contact. They’re accountable for case management and resolution across the Cisco and Solution
Support Alliance Partner products in your deployment.

• Get continuity of service from first call to resolution from a
Cisco architecture expert who is accountable for your case
no matter where the issue resides—with Cisco or Solution
Support Alliance Partner products.
• Our primary point of contact orchestrates support
processes between Cisco and Solution Support Alliance
Partner engineer teams as required, eliminating your need
to manage teams and your case.
• A priority service level and 30-minute response feature help
you quickly get to experts and back to business.
• No need to spend time and resources diagnosing a problem
before contacting our architecture experts.

What is Software Support?
Software support keeps your systems running smoothly. Cisco Software Support Service (SWSS) offers technical support
coverage for the software application products and suites you have licensed on a perpetual basis. It provides basic coverage
to keep your systems and your business running smoothly.
Access Cisco technical experts 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Take advantage of software maintenance, minor, and major
release updates to increase business value and ROI for your Cisco software products.
SWSS is required for a minimum of 12 months to help you reduce network disruptions and maximize application availability.
Take advantage of multiyear discounts to keep your network performing as needed.
If you have licensed your products on a subscription basis, then basic support coverage is included with the license for the
product.

Cisco Services
Benefits
• Resolve software issues quickly with 24x7 access to the Cisco Technical Assistance Center
• Provide greater knowledge and productivity for your IT staff with self-help resources
• Keep your Cisco software applications up to date and performing as expected through software updates
• Protect your software investments with new functionality and license portability (for Cisco ONE perpetual software)
SmartNet Total Care
Enjoy world-class product-level technical support, hardware replacement and OS software updates—all made simple by a
range of smart capabilities.
Coverage you can count on
Rely on Cisco Smart Net Total Care, a service that provides fast, expert technical support and flexible hardware coverage
delivered by the Cisco Technical Assistance Center (TAC) to get you back to business fast. With its integrated smart
capabilities, you also unlock insight into current details about your installed base, contracts, and security alerts to enhance
the efficiency of your support workflows.
Cisco TAC experts are accessible 24 hours a day, 365 days per year, along with multiple online self-help resources, including
our extensive knowledge library, operating system software downloads, and support tools designed to help you resolve
network issues quickly, often without opening a case. You can also choose from a range of advance hardware replacement
options, whether you need equipment in as few as two hours or prefer the next calendar day level, which keeps you covered
seven days a week, including holidays.
• Resolve problems faster by identifying
issues quickly and streamlining your
incident management processes to improve
IT service levels
• Reduce risk through access to Cisco technical
experts and smart tools that improve visibility
into the state of your IT infrastructure 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year
• Stay current with operating system updates
and patches
• Increase operational efficiency through
management tools and automated processes

Professional Services

Service Descriptions
• IM-link Services for Deployment Support

• Hot Swap/Advanced Exchange Service

• Help Desk Services (“IM-Link” backed L1 support/
Cloud Team options)

• ITaD for secure removal of old equipment

• Training Services (Software, Endpoints, Security etc.)

• Configuration Services/Assessment Services

• Desktop As a Service

Business Transformation
Center

“When students use technology actively as a tool to create, design, explore
and collaborate, they enable new kinds of deep, often transformational,
learning experiences.”
—Brookings Institute

With distance learning now thrust into the forefront of education, Ingram Micro Business Transformation Center brings
technology to life.
We understand what technology solutions are required to bring distance learning to life—to create a true classroom-like
experience. And we know how to build those solutions. In the BTC, we have an actual classroom and can help walk your
partners through a virtual solution.
Learn more about how Ingram Micro’s Business Transformation can help with our BTC Playbook or set up a virtual tour by
emailing us at BTC@ingrammicro.com.

Financial Solutions

YES

It’s not a complete “YES”
without the financing.

Ingram Micro Financial Solutions allows you to focus on what you do best—grow your business.
We know you’re busy so all of our solutions are quick and easy to access. Let us help you choose
the right options to drive your revenue, increase your buying power and maximize your cash flow.

Technology as a service

Ingram Micro
credit line

Lease/Finance • Rental

Ingram Micro vendor
leasing (IMVL)

GOLD WINNER

Financial market
commercial
financing

Contact

For 9 years in a row,
Ingram Micro has won
ChannelPro’s Readers’
Choice Award for
“Best Financing Options.”

Direct Express
Direct Express
Complete
Supplemental
credit lockbox
solution

Preferred
source

Federal
escrow

Agent model

Tri-party lockbox

(877) 877-0035
financialsolutions@ingrammicro.com

https://imaginenext.ingrammicro.com/
it-solution-provider/services/financial-solutions
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